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Executive Summary

Security is a prime concern in our day-today life. Everyone wants to be as much secure as

possible. A smoke detector is a device that detects smoke. typically as an indicator of fire.

Commercial, industrial, and mass residential devices issue a signal to a fire alarm system.

while household detectors, known as smoke alarms, generally issue a local audible and/or

visual alarm from the detector itself. Smoke detectors save thousands of lives each year.

In fact, it is recommended that every home have one smoke detector per floor. Our

smoke detectors consist of two basic parts: a sensor to sense the smoke and a very loud

electronic hom to wake people up & water flow automatically to reduce fire.To design &

construct a fire alarm system,, first information has been collected from books. Electronic

circuit of this digital lock has been designed using Op amp & flip flop. Some electronic

components shops have been visited and the required components have been purchased

from Patuatuli market, Dhaka. According to the design all those electronic components

have been populated in printed circuit board by soldering iron.

The primary objective of this project is to indicate the fire which is control by flip-flop ic

When smoke pass between light source and ldr it will indicate gradually through led.

When smoke is low then ledl will be on. As the smoke is high then led 2,3, 4 will be on

and when led 4 will be on then buzzer will be also on & water flow automatically.Here

we can use two separate switch to control alarm & water flow.

After construction this digital lock it has been found to be very accurate and effective

requiring only Tk 5,000 to purchased it. So this project can be a very economical and

effective.
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Chapter I

Smoke detector

1.1 Infroduction

A smoke detector is a device that defects smcke, tpically as aa indicator of fire.

Commercial, indusial" and mass resid€mtial devices is$e a signal to a fire alarm syst€m,

wtrile housdrsld d€ilectom, known as smoke alamrs, $n€,$ally issue a local audible andlor

visual alsdn ftom fie detector itslf. Smoke detstors save thousmds of liveo reh year.

Ia faot, it isrecofirmanded tlrat everyhomehave one snoke det#orpu floor. Our

snroke detmtors consist of two hic parts: e se,nsor to sense the mroke and a very lotd

elecmonic horn to wake people up.



I .2 Historical background

The first automatic electric fire alarm was invented in 1890 by Francis Robbins Upton

(U.S. patentno. 436,961). Upton was an associate of Thomas Edison, but there is no

evidence that Edison contributed to this project.

In the late 1930s the Swiss physicist Walter Jaeger tried to invent a sensor for poison gas.

He expected that gas entering the sensor would bind to ionized air molecules and thereby

alter an electric current in a circuit in the instrument. His device failed: small

concentrations of gas had no effect on the sensor's conductivity. Frustrated, Jaeger lit a

cigarette-and was soon surprised to notice that a meter on the instrument had registered

a drop in current. Smoke particles had apparently done what poison gas could not.

Jaeger's experiment was one of the advances that paved the way for the modern smoke

detector.

It was 30 years, however, before progress in nuclear chemistry and solid-state electronics

made a cheap sensor possible. While home smoke detectors were available during most

of the 1960s, the price of these devices was rather high. Before that, alarms were so

expensive that only major businesses and theaters could afford them.

The first truly affordable home smoke detector was invented by Duane D. Pearsall in

1965, featuring an individual battery powered unit that could be easily installed and

replaced. The first unis for mass production came from Duane Pearsall's company,

Statutory Corporation, in Lakewood, Colorado. These first units were made from strong

fire resistant steel and shaped much like a bee's hive. The battery was a rechargeable

specialized unit created by Gates Energy. The need for a quick replace battery didn't take

long to show itself and the rechargeable was replaced with a pair of AA batteries along

with a plastic shell encasing the detector. The small assembly line sent close to 500 units

per day before Statutory sold its invention to Emerson Electric in 1980 and Sears's

retailers picked up full distribution of the how required in every home' smoke detector.

The first commercial smoke detectors came to market in I969. Today they are installed in

93% of U.S. homes and85o/o of UK homes. However it is estimated that any given time

over 30026 of these alarms does not worh as users remove the batteries, or forget to

replace them.



13 Obiective

Smoke detmr b a syrtem ofwuri{r. I}etstor hes been designsd for modcrnizo tLe

security gnrtem. Thfu prciect b c*rrfod outritL tLc folkwing speilic objectives:

. The meir obicctive of thts pnoioetwec to devebp a IliP fiop ic' ldr and buzzer

*nd pnp trrnsl$tor.

. Todeffi smoke hore using a LDR& LED.

. Towstorf,srr astumtic ac*ngr S&oid vslve forfireoff.

. To setup an alrrm rystem for smoh detest end lire offrepidty

. To sscnre any peciors thing$ and highly restricted ftxmr & othcrr Sam

. Cwtanalysi$



1.4 Methodohgr

a) Information has M collectd fuIn books.

b) Some elwtronic compormb strops have hen visitd and the tquired
components have been purchasd from Patuatili merke'q Dhaks-

c) Accordiag to the design all &ose elmtronic componms were popnlated

in printed eircuit board by soldering iren

1.5 Mat*et Suroey and cost rnalysb

all component available and cost effective.

We visit sorne elecfionic components *op in Stadium Market, Gulistm md
Pduatuli ma&et, Dhaka We parches our rcquire eoryaent in PatuaAdi

because &is shop have

I



1.6 Components used in circuit and its price:

"ri

Sl.No Description Quantity Rate Taka

I Op amp 1 rza r20

I flip flop I 300 300

3 Transistor BC 547, 2 20 40

4 Diode-4P 4 13 50

I Transformer I 220 220

6 Capacitor 2 20 40

7 Resistor 13 5 60

I Button Switch 2 10 l0
9 Push puII switch I 10 10

10 Buzzer I 100 100

11 PCB board 1 400 400

t2 Cable, Caching I 250 250

r3 Solenoid valve I 2s00 2s00

t4 Other 300

Total cost of Components: 4380/=



CHAPTER 2: Description

2.1 Block diagram of smoke detector:

The ac source is connected to step down transformer transform.then it is rectilied

by using rectiliersmoke level is controlled by op amp. The signal of op is used as

input of flip flop.This flip flop will be banznr on and solenoid will be also on to

water flow.

LDR

Buzz
er

OP
Amp

Recti
fied

Volta
ge

Step
Dow

Rela
v

Sole
noid

FIip
Flop

Figure: 2.1 Block diagram of smoke detector and water flow
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2.2: CircuitDiagram of the Smoke detector with water flow:

afre
iF
f()
Eq

2.2 Fig: Circuit Diagram of the smoke detector
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23 Circuit Description

The main objective of this proieet was to develop a IIip flop ic, Idr and buzzer and

pnp transistor.

Smoke detector lever indicator implemertation needs the following equipment:
1. Step down Transformer

2. Rectifier
3. Voltage regulator
4. Flip flop
5. Pnp transistor
6. Led

7. Buzer
8. Light dependent resistor

9. Variable resistor

10. Resistor

2.4 Outline of oyerall Circuit Diagram of designed Project

' The outline of the overalt bloek diagram of project can brielly be illustrated using

the frgure

a) The ac source is cornected to step down transformer transform it to 12v.

b) This l2v ac current converted into dc current by using rectifier.

c) Regulator lc-78l2is used to keep 12v stable.

d) 12V dc supplied to the op amp icLm324

e) Smoke level is conhol by op amp

0 Smoke level is indicated by led

g) When smoke level is high then npn transistorwill be on and send the input in flip

flop IC.

h) Then the ou@ut ofthis IC turn on the npn transitor 2 wdrelay will be on.

i) The buzzer and solenoid valve will be on.

L2



2.5 The functions of all the different components used in this Projeet

ln order to achieve the proposed results it is necessary to illusfiate the function of each

and every devioes and how the interact with one another. This is necessary so as to

mention how important these devices are to this project.

2.5 .l Step down transformer

Transformers are electrical devices that transform voltage through magnetic couplings,

and they have no moving parts. There is a magnetic core with one winding of wire placed

close to one or more windings, which can couple two or more alternating-current circuits

together by employing the induction between the windings. The primary winding is

connected to the power source and the other windings are known as secondary windings.

If the secondary voltage wire is less than the primary wire, the transformer is called a step

down transformer. If the secondary wiring is of higher voltagg the fiansformer is a step-

up transformer, which increases voltage input. A step down hansformer is an important

key component in our electric power systems.

Figure 2.3: step down transformer

$tep Down Transformer

Primary

1000v

?A

Secondery

"r*:' Z00U
5C:*rr* lfi turns:- 10Ary**

-\*=
\ \

Cql
30s$ wISS0 W

2.5 .2 How to convert 220volt ac to 18 volt ac
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Electrical power, when supplied from a wall electrical outlet, is often at a higher voltage

rating than electrical devices require. Most electric

al or electronic devices have a voltage converter circuit that changes the voltage to the

prop€r level for that device. One common means by which to reduce the voltage level of

an alternating current signal is by use of a "step-down" transformer. A transformer will

reduce the voltage, but increase the electrical current, thus keeping the same electrical

power level.

a) On the center-tapped side of the transformer, slip a ring terminal over each of the

outside leads. Solder each lead to each terminal.

b) On the side of the terminal that is not center-tapped, attach the first lead to one of

the AC power supply terminals. Attach the other lead to the unoccupied AC

power supply terminal.

c) Turn on the AC power supply. Tum on the millimeter, and set the measurement

scale to "Volts AC.'Attach the black millimeter lead to one of the ring terminals,

and attach the red millimeter lead to the opposite terminal. It will be

approximately l8 Volts AC.

Figure 2.4 220 volt ac to lE volt ac transformer

L4



2.5 .3 Semiconductor diodes

A modern semiconductor diode is made of a crystal of semiconductor like silicon that has

impurities added to it to create a region on one side that contains negative carriers, called

0n-type semiconductor, and a region on the other side that contains positive charge

carriers called p-type semiconductor. The diode's terminals are attached to each of these

regions. The boundary within the crystal between these two regions, called a PN junction,

is where the action of the diode takes place. The crystal conducts a current of electrons in

a direction from the N-type side (called the cathode) to the P-type side (called the anode),

but not in the opposite direction; that is, a conventional current flows from anode to

cathode. The discovery of crystals' rectifting abilities was made by German physicis

Ferdinand Braun in 1874. The first semiconductor diodes, called cat's whisker diodes,

developed around 1906, were made of mineral crystals such as galena. Today most

diodes are made of silicon, but other semiconductors such as germanium are sometimes

used.

anode

dplcr paclEglII cathode

*fHlEEc ryrlbol

Figure 2.5 semiconductor diode

t5



2.5.4 Rectification
The most common function of a diode is to allow an electric cuneflt to pass in one

direction (called the diode's forward direction), while blocking current in the opposite

direction (the reverse direction).This unidirectional behavior is called rectificatioru and is

used to convert alternating current to direct current.

r,..f{' xl
- -,,j 

' 
ericge + ---+

i \ i \ / \ / \"'
/ \l \/ \r \*

^iwt

2.5 .5 Bipolar junction transistor
A bipolar (iunction) transistor (BJT) is a three-terminal electronic device constructed of

doped semiconductor material and may be used in ampli$ing or swirching applications.

Bipolar transistors are so named because their operation involves electrons and holes,

Charge flow in a BJT is due to bidirectional diffirsion of charge carriers acFoss a junction

between two regions of different charge concentrations. This mode of operation is

16



2-5 -6 NPN transistor

NPN is one of the two types of bipolar tansistorq consisting of a layer of Pdoped semiconductor

(the "base") between two Ndoped layers. A small current entering the base is amplified to

produce a large collector and emitter current. That is, an NPN transistor is "on" when its base is

pulled higlr relative to the emitter. Most of the NPN current is carried by electrons, moving from

emitter to collector as minority carriers in the P-type base region. Most bipolar transistors used

today are NPN, because electron mobility is higher than hole mobility in semiconductors,

allowing greater currents and faster operdion.

transistor'able2. of tion of
Applied voltages B-E Junction

Bias (NPN)
B-C Junction
Bias (NPN)

Mode (NPN)

E<B<C Forrrard ReYers€ Forward active

E<B>C Forward Forward Saturation

E>B<C Reverse Reverse Cut-off

E>B>C Reverse f,'orrard Reverse-active

2-5 .7 Pnp Eansistor

t7



The other type of BJT is the PNP, consisting of a layer ofNdoped semiconductor

between two layers of Pdoped material. A small current leaving the base is amplified in

" the collector oupuL That is, a PNP transistor is "on" when its base is pulled low relative

to the emitter. The arrows in the NPN and PNP uansistor symbols are on the emitter legs
a

and point in &e direction of the conventional current flow when &e device is in forward

active mode.

Collector

Emithr

PNP

Figure 2.8: PnP transistor

'ableZ.2 of of transistor
Applied voltages B-E Junction

Bias (PNP)
B-C Junction
Bias (PNP)

Mode (PNP)

E<B<C Reverse Forward Reverseaetive

E<B>C Reverse For.ward Cut-off

E>B<C Forward Reverse Saturation

E>B>C Forvard Reverse Forvard active

18



2.5 .8 Variable resistor

A poterfiometer is a three-terminal resistor with a sliding contact that forms an adjusable voltage

divider. If only two terminals are used (one side and the wiper), it acts as a variable resistor or

rheostat Potentiomefers are commonly usd to control electical devices such as volume controls

on audio equipment. Potentiometers oper&ted by amechanism canbe wed as poaition

tansducers, for examplg in a joystick

Potentiometere are rarely used to directly confiol signifieant power (more than a watt), since the

pow€r dissipated inthe potentiometerwouldbe comparable to the power inthe conEolled load

(see infinite $witch). Instead they are used to adjust the level ofanalog signals, and as control

inputs for electronic circuits. For example, a light dimmer uses a potentiometer to control the

switching of a TRIAC and so indirwtly confol the brighhess of lamps.

Figure 2.9 variable resistor

2.5 .9 Branz.er

Abrtrzzrr orbeeper is an audio signaling device, which may be mechanical,

electromechanical, or piezoelectic. Typical uses of buzzers and beepers include alarms,

timers and confirmation of user input such as a mouse click or keystroke. Early devices

were based ofl an electromechanical system identical to an elecfiic bell without the metal

gong. Similarly, a relay may be connected to intemrpt its own actuating current, causing

the contacts tabr;rz. Often these units were anc,hored to a wall or ceiling to use it as a

19



sounding board. The word nburufr{ comes &om the rasping noise that electromechanical

buzzers made.

A piezoelecfiic element may be driven by an oscillating electronic circuit or other audio

signal sourc,e, driven with a piezoelectic audio amplifier. Sounds commonly used to

indicate that a button has ben pressed are a cliclg a ring or a beep.

we used buzzs in Annunciate panels , Electronic mefionomes, Game shows, Microwave

ov€ns and other household appliances, Sporting events such as basketball games many

other application

Figure 2.l0buzzer

2.5 .10 Light dependent resistor (LDR)

A photo resistor or light dependent resistor is a resistor whose resistance decreases with

increasing incident light intensity. It can also be referred to as a photoconductor.

A photo resistor is made of a high resistance semiconduc*or. If light falling on the device

is of high enough &equency, photons abso$ed by the semiconductor give bound

electrons enough energy to jump into the conduction band. The resulting free electron

(and its hole partrrer) conduct electicity, thereby lowering resistance. A photoelectric

device can be either inhinsic or exhinsic. An intrinsic semiconductor has its own charge

carriere and is not ar efficient semiconductor, silicon. In intrinsic devices the only

available electrons me in the valence band, and hence the photon must have enough

20



eilergy to excite the electron &cross the entire band gap. Extrinsic devices have

impurities, also called do pants, and added whose ground state energy is closer to the

conduction band; since the electrons do not have as far to jump, lower energy photons

(i.e., longer wavelengths and lower frequencies) are sufficiert to trigger the device. If a

sample of silicon has some of its atoms replaced by phosphorus atoms (impurities), there

will be extra electrons available for conduction. This is an example of an extrinsic

semiconductor. The figure of light of light dependent resistor is given below

.5 .11 LM 358IC (Op amp)

Figure 2.1I light dependent resistors

The operational amplifier is arguably the most useful single device in analog electronic

circuitry. With only a handful of external components, it can be made to perform a wide

variety of analog signal processing tasks. It is also quite affordable, most general-purpose

amplifiers selling for under a dollar apiece. Modern designs have been engineered with

durability in mind as well: several "op-amps" are manufactured that can sustain direct

short-circuits on their outputs without damage. An operational amplifier ("op-amp") is a

DC-coupled high-gain electronic voltage amplifier with a differential input and, usually,

a single-ended output. An op-amp produces an output voltage that is typically hundreds

of thousands times larger than the voltage differencc between its input terminals.

One key to the usefulness of these little circuits is in the engineering principle of

feedback, particularly negative feedbaclq which constitutes the foundation of almost all

,
ri
!

i,]
l:j
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automatic cofltrol processes. The principles presented here in operational amplifier

circuits, therefore, extend well beyond the immediate scope of electronics. It is well

worth the electronics student's time to learn these principles and leam them well. In our

project we use Low Power Quad Operational Amplifiers IC-LM 358.

2.5.t1 (a) General Description of Low Power Quad Operational Amplifiers

The LM358 series consists of four independent, high gains; inkrnally frequency

compensated operational amplifiers which were designed specifically to operate from a

single powsr supply over a wide range of voltages. Operation from split power supplies is

also possible and the low power supply current drain is independe'nt of the magnitude of

the power supply voltage. Application areas include transducer amplifiers, DC gain

blocks and all the conventional op amp circuits which now can be more easily

implemented in single power supply systems. For example, the LM 358 series can be

directly operated off of the standard +5V power supply voltage which is used in digital

systems and will easily provide the required interface electronics without requiring the

additional +l5V power supplies.

Unique Characteri stics

a) In the linear mode the input cofilmon-mode voltage range includes ground

and the output voltage can also swing to ground, even though operated from

only a single power supply voltage.

b) The unity gain cross frequency is temperature compensated.

c) The input bias current is also temperature compensated.

22



Advantages

a) Eliminates need for dual supplies

b) Four intemally compensated op amps in a single package

c) Allows directly sensing near GND and VOUT also goes to GND

d) Compatible with all forms of logic

e) Power drain suitable for battery operation

Features

a) Internally frequency compensated for unity gain

b) Large DC voltage gain 100 dB

c) Wide bandwidth (unity gain) I MHz (temperature compensated)

d) Wide power supply range: Single supply 3V to 32Y or dual supplies +1.5V to *16V

e) Very low supply cumsnt drain (700 pA|-essentially independent of supply voltage

0 Low input biasing current 45 nA (temperature compensated)

g) Low input offset voltage 2mY and offset current: 5 nA

h) Input oommon-mode voltage ftmge includes ground

i) Differential rnput voltage range equal to the power supply voltage

j) Large output voltage swing 0V to V+ - l.5V

Application

The LM358 series are op amps which operate with only a single power supply voltage,

have truedifferential inputs, and remain in the linear mode with an input common-mode

voltage of 0 VDC. These amplifiers operate oyer a wide range of power supply voltage

with little change in performance characteristics. At25"C amplifier operation is possible

down to a minimum supply voltage of 2.3 VDC. The pinouts of the package have been

designed to simplifr PC board layouts. Inverting inputs are adjacent to ouryuts for all of
the amplifiers and the ouQuts have also been placed at the corners of the package (pins l,
7, 8, and 14). Precautions should be taken to insure that the power supply for the

integrated circuit never becomes reversed in polarity or that the unit is not inadvertently

installed backwards in a test socket as an unlimited current surge through the resulting

forward diode within the IC could cause fusing of the internal conductors and result in a

destroyed unit. Large differential input voltages can be easily accommodated and as

23



input differential voltage protection diodes are not needed, no large input currents result

from large differential input voltages. The differential input voltage may be larger than

V+ without damaging the device. Protection should be provided to prevent the input

voltages from going negative more than -0.3 VDC (at 25"C). An input clamp diode with

a resistor to the IC input terminal can be used. To reduce the power supply drain, the

amplifiers have a class A output stage for small sigual levels which converts to class B in

a large signal mode. These allow the amplifiers to both source and sink large output

cuffents. Therefore both NPN and PNP external current boost fiansistors can be used to

extend the power capability of the basic amplifiers. The output voltage needs to raise

approximately I diode drop above ground to bias the on-chip vertical PNP ransistor for

output current sinking applications. For ac applications, where the load is capacitive

coupled to the ouQut of the amplifier, a resistor should be used, from the output of the

amplifier to ground to increase the class a bias curent and prevent crossover distortion.

Where the load is directly coupled, as in dc applicationg there is no crossover distortion.

Capacitive loads which are applied directly to the ou@ut of the amplifier reduce the loop

stability margin. Values of 50 pF can be accommodated usingthe worst-case no inverting

unity gain connection. Large closed loop gains or resistive isolation should be used if
larger load capacitance must be driven by the amplifier.

1t]UT

lthl-

llltl+ Ilr\l.

Gl\lN IlflJr

Frg'.2.12 pin diagram of LM35E
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The LM358 series consists of four independent, high gain, intemally frequency

compensated operational amplifiers which were designed specifically to operate from a

single power supply over a wide range of voltages. Operation from split power supplies is

also possible and the low power supply cument drain is independent of the magnitude of

the power supply voltage. Application areas include transducer amplifiers, DC gain

blocks and all the conventional op amp circuits which now can be more easily

implemented in single power supply systems. For example, the LM358 series can be

directly operated offof the standard +5V power supply voltage which is used in digital

systems and will easily provide the required interface electonics without requiring the

additional +l5V povrer supplies.

2.5.12 Relay

A relay is an eleetrically operated switch. Many relays use elecffomagnet to operate a

switching mechanism, but other operating principles are also used. Relays find operation

where it is necessary to control a circuit by a low power signal, or where several circuits

can be confiolled by one signal. Solid stat6 relays contuol power circuits with no moving

parts; rather switching is done by a semiconductor device. In electic circuits, it is used to

protect from overload or faults. These relays are called protection relays. The figure of a

simple electric relay is given below

Figure 2.13: Simple Electrical Relay. 25



2.5.12 (a) Theory
A simple elecfromagnetic relay consists of a coil of wire surrounding a mft iron core, an

iron yoke, which provides a low reluctance path for magnetic flux, a movable iron

armature, and a set, or sets, of contacts; two in the relay pictured. The armature is hinged

ti the yoke and mechanically linked to a moving contact or contacts. It is held in place by

a spring so that when the relay is de-energized therc is an air gap in the magnetic circuit

In this condition, one of tlre two sets of contacts in the relay pictured is closed and the

other set is open. Other relays may have mor€ or fewer sets of contacts depending on

their function. The relay in the picture also has a wire comecting the annature to the

yoke. This ensures continuity of the circuit htween the moving contacts on the ailnature,

and the circuit track on the printed circuit board ECB) via the yoke, which is soldened to

thePCB.

When an electric current is passd through tlte coil, the resulting magnetic field affacts

the armdure and the conseque,nt movernent of the movable contact or Eontacts either

makes or breaks a connection with a fixed contacl If the set of contacts was closed wtren

the relay was de-srergizd, then &e movement qpeil$ the contacts and hks the

connection, and vice versa if the contacts were open. When the current to the coil is

switched off, the armature is returned by a force, approximately half as strong as the

magnetic force, to its relored position. Usually this force is provided by a spring but

gavity is also usd commonly in indusfiial motor starters. Most relays are manufacurd

to operate quickly. In a low voltage application, this is to reduce noise. In a higlr voltage

orhigh cwrert application, this is to reduce arcing.

When the coil is energized wifh dirtrt currult, a diode is often plaoed across the coil to

dissipte the enerry from tlre colhpsing magnetic field at deactivatiorU which would

otherwise generate a voltage spike dangerous to circuit components. Some automotive

relays alredy include a diode inside the relay case. Alternatively a contact prctedion

ne,twork, consisting of a capacitor and resistor in series, may absorb the surge. If the coil

is designd to be anergired with alternating cunent (AC), a srnall copper ring can be

crimpd to the end of the solenoid. This "shading ring" creates a small out-of-phase

curenL which increases the minimum pull on the armature during the AC cycle.
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2.5.12 (b) Applications

a) Control a high-voltage circuit with a low-voltage signal, as in some tlpes of

modems or audio anrplifiers,

b) Cont,ol a high-current circuit with a low-current signal, as in the starter solenoid

of an automobile,

c) Detect and isolate faults on transrnission and disuibution lines by opening and

closing circuit breakers (protmtio,n relays),

d) Isolate the controlling circuit from the controlled circuit when the two me at

different potentials, for example when controlling amains-powered device from a

low-voltage switch. The latter is often applied to control office lighting as the low

voltage wires are msily instaled in partitions, which may be often moved as

neds change. They may also be contulled by room occuprcy detetors in an

effort to conserve energy,

e) Logic functions. For exanrple the Boolean AND function is rerilired by

connecting normally open relay contrcts in saies, the OR function by connecting

normally open contacts in parallel. The change-over otr Form C contacts perform

th€ XOR (exclusive or) firnction. Similar functions for NAND and NOR are

accomplishd using normally clod contacts. The Ladder programming language

is often used for designiag relay loglc networ*s.

Early computing. Before vacuum tubes and transistors, relays were used as logical

elements in digital c$mputers.

Safety-critical loglc. Because relays are much mors rcsistant than semiconductors

to auclw radiation, they are widely used in safety-critical logic, such as the

control panels of radioactive waste-handling machinery.

Time delay fimctions. Relays can be modified to delay opening or delay closing a

set of oontacts. A very shorts (a fraction of a second) delay would use a copFr

disk berrreen the annature and moving blade assembly. Current flowing in the

disk maintains magnetic field for a short time, lengthening release time. For a

slightly longer (up to a minute) delay, a dashpot is used. A dashpot is a piston

fill€d with fluid that is allowed to escape slowly. The time perid can be varied by

s)

h)
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increasing or decreasing the flow rate. For longer time periods, a mechanical

clockwor* timer is installed.

2.5.12 (e) Types of rclay

There ar€ many kinds of relay that are used in elrctrical circuits; they all have their

different features and applications that are listed below:

1. Latch relay - Latching relay has two relaxed states (bitable). These are also called

*impulse", okeep", or ostat'o relays. lilhen the current is switched oS the relay remains

in its last state. This is achieved with a solenoid operating a ratchet and cam mechanism,

or by having two opposing coils with an over-center spring or permanent magnet to hold

the armature and contacts in position while the coil is relaxd- Most efficient thing about

this relay is that eonsumes pou/€r only in its switching mode.

2. Reed relay - A reed relay has a set of contacts inside a vacuum or inert gas filled glass

tube, which prot&ts the contacts against afrnospheric corrosion. The contacts are closd

by a magnetic field generated uihen current passes firough a coil around the glass tube.

Reed relays are capable of faster switching speeds than larger 6pe of relays, but have

low switch current and voltage ratings.

3. Solid State relay - A solid state relay (SSR) is a solid state elecftonic component that

provides a similar function to an electrornechanical relay but does not have any moving

componeritq increasing long-term rcliability. With early SSR's, the tradeoff came from

the fact that every tansistor has a small voltage drop across it. This voltage drop limitd
the amormt of current a given SSR could handle. As Sansistors improved, hrgher current

SSR's, able to handle 100 to 1,200 Ampereq have become commercially available.

Compared to elwromagnetic relays, they may be falsely triggered by transieits.

4. Overload Protwtive relay - Electic rnotors ned over curent protection to prevent

damage &om over-loading the motor, m to protet against short circuits in connecting

mbles or internal faults in the motor windings. One tlpe of electic motor overload

prctectioa relay is opaatd by a heafiing elwrent in series with the electric motor. The

heat generated by the motor current heats a bimetallic stip or melts solder, releasing a

spring to op€rate contacts. Where the overlod relay is exposed to the same environment

as the motor, a useful though cnrde compensation for motor ambient temperature is
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provided. A big application of relay is in electrical circuit where it is used to remove any

faults or over current in circuits.

' 2.5.12 (d) Choosing a relay

, To choose a relay is necessary to consider several features when choosing a relay:

I. Physical size and pin arrangement

If you are choosing a relay for an existing PCB you will need to ensure that its

dimensions and pin arangernent are zuitable. You should find this information in the

supplier's catalogue.

2. Coil voltage

The relay's coil voltage rating and resisance must suit the circuit powering the relay coil.

Many relays have a coil rafed for a 12V supply but 5V and ?4Y rclays are also readily

available. Some relays operde perfectly well with a supply voltage which is a little lower

than their rated value.

3. Coil rpsistance

. The circuit must h able to supply the current requid by the relay coil. You can use

Ohm's law to calculate the current:

" Relay coil current = Supplyvoltgge/Coil resisance

4. For example: A 12V supply relay with a coil resistance of 400ohm passes a cunent of

30mA. This is OK for a 555 tim€r IC (maximum output cument 200mA), but it is too

much for most ICs and they will require a Eansistor to ampliff the current.

5. Switch ratings (voltage and current)

The relals switch contacts must be suitable for the cirruit &ey are to confrol. You will

need to check the voltage and current ratings. Note that the voltage rating is usually

higher forAC, fororanrple: uSA at24Y DC or l25VAC'.

. 6. Switch contact arangement {SPDT, DPDT etc .Most relays are SPDT or DPDT which are often

descriH as'single pole chargeover" (SPCO) or ndouble pole changrcver" {DPCO}.
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2.5.13 Reristors

Resistom can be fabricated in avariety of ways, The most commoo tlpe in electronic

devices and sy$ems is the carfui.composition resistor Fine granulated carbon (graphite)

is mixed with clay aad hardmed. The rmistame deponds on tlrc p,roportion of carbon to

clay; the higher this ratio, the lower tlre resistance.

Anothertlpe of resistor is made from widingNichrome or similar wire on an insulating

form. This compoilsnt, called a wire wormd resistor, is able to handle higher culents than

a carbon-composition reiseor of drc sane ptrysical sire. ltrowarer, because the wire is

wound into a coil, the component acts as an ind.uctors as well as exhibiting resisance.

This does not a$ect performurce in DC circuits.

{{rd€de
t--l I-t

ar6,5s, $!ti stk** 516

-r

{tlrt,8.35S, 0516, tli 237{I* 1tS

L-l l-I
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2.14 Fig: Resistor hnd code

2.5.14 rfip rbp CDtOl1:
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The CD4001BC and CDl0l lBC quad gates are monolithic complernentary MOS

(CMOS) integrared circuits constnrcted with N- and P-channel enhancement mode

tansistors. They have equal source and sink curent capabilities and conform to standard

B series output drive. The devices also have buffered outputs which improve transfer

characteristics by providing very high gain. All inputs are protected against static

discharge with diodes to VDD and VSS.

2.5.14(a) Features

a) Low power TTL:Fan out of 2 &iving 74L compatibility

b) 5V-10V-I5V parametric ratings

c) Symmeffical output characteristics

d) Maximum input leakage I pA at 15V over full temperature range

7

Fig 2.15: Intern*l Daiagmm of CD 4011
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2514 (b) Speeifieation

PartNo:

RoH$:

LogicFunction:

Minimum Opsiting $upply Voltage:

Or&ut Tlpe:

Ma&num Quiffi€mt Cument:

Family:

Supplier Pockago:

Packaging:

Sabrication Tclmolory:

Pin Comt:

CD4OI IBCN

Ys
NA!.ID

3V
N/A

luA
cD40rl

PDIP

Reil

c!60s
t4
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2.5.14 (c)Image of IC CD4011BCN
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Figure 2.16 FLIPFLOP IC CD4011BCN
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2.5.15 Solenoid Valve

A solenoid valve has two main parts: the solenoid and the valve. The solenoid converts

electrical errcrgy into mehanical energy which, in turno opens or closes the valve

mrchanically. Adireet acfingvalve has only asmall flow circuit, shoum within swtion E
of this diagram (this section is mmtioned below as a pilot valve). In this examplg

adiaphragm piloted valve multiplies this small pilot flow, by using it to control the flow
through a much larger orifice.

Soleiroid valves may us€ mstal sls or nrffier seals, and may alm have elec{rical

interfaces to allow for easy control. A spring may be used to hold the valve opened

(normally open) or closed (normally closed) while the valve is not activated.

A- Input side

B- Ili*phmgm
C- Pressure chamber
I)- Prwure relief pasoage

E" Solenoid

F- Output side
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The diagram to the right shows the design of a basic valvg controlling the flow of water

in this example. At the top figure is the valve in its closed state. The water under pressure

enters atA. B is an elastic diaphragm and above it is a weak spring pushing it down. The

function of this sprng is irrelevant for now as the valve would stay closed even without
it. The diaphragm has a pinhole through its center which allows a very small amo$rt of
water to flow through it. This water fills the cavity C on the other side of the diaphragm

so that pressure is equal on both sides of the diaphragm, however the compressed spring
supplies a net downward force. The spring is weak and is only able to close the inlet
because waterpressure is equalid on hth sides ofthe diaphragn.

In the previous configuration the small Fssage D was blocked by a pin which is the
armature of the solenoid E and which is pushed down by a spring. If the solenoid is
activated by drawing the pin upwards via magnetic force from the solenoid current, the
water in chamber C will flow through this passage D to the cutput side of the valve. The
pressure in chamber C will drop and the incoming pressune will lift the diaphragm thus
opening the main valve. Water now flows directly fromA to F.

When the solenoid is again deactivated and the passage D is closed again, the spring
needs very little force to push the diaphragm down again md the main valve closes. In
practice there is often no s€paxate spring the elastomer diaphragm is molded so that it
functions as its orun spriog, prefering to be in the closed shape.

From this explanation it can be seen ttrat this typ of valve relies on a diffarential of
prcssure between input and output as the prcssure at the input must always be grcater

than the pressure at the ouQut for it to worlc Should the pressure at the ouQuf, for any
leasoll, rise above that of the input then the valve would open regardless of the s'tate of
the solenoid and pilot valve.

ln some solenoid valves the solenoid acts directly on the main valve. Others use a small,
complete solenoid valve, knou,n as a pilot, to actuate a larger valve. While the smond
type is acamlly a solenoid valve combind with a pneumatically actuated valvg they are

sold and packagd as a single unit referred to as a solenoid valve. Piloted valves require
much less power to coatnof but they art notic€ably slower. Piloted mlenoids usualty
ned full power at all times to open and stay open, where a direct acting sole,noid may
only need full power for a short period of time to open it, and only low power to hold it
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Fig1.l7 Solenoid Yelve

2.5.16 Feature of the buret
. The PS series are high-perfonnance buzzers that employ unimorph piezoelectric

elements and are designed for easy incorporation into various circuits.

. They feature exfiemely low power consumption in comparison to elecfomagrretic units.

. Because these buzzers are designed for extemal excitdion, the sryne part can $enre as

both a musical tone oscillator and a buzrer.

. They can be used with automated inse*qs. Moisture-resistant models are also

available.

' The lead wirp qrpe (PSl550L40lO with bottr-sided adhesive tape install€d easily is

prepared

a
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2.5.17 ST}MMARY

In this chaper a short description of the ovenall project along wittr descripion of all the

devices usod and their funcdqrs were grvq. It was explained drat the project is mainly

controlled by flipflop IC. Any problem that might be infoduced ftom the circuit will be

only visible when it is put to te$t. Further modifications can then b addd as the

coqplexity ofthe stnrctrr€ is fairly low as it is ffre main goal of this project
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Chapter 3

USES AFID EFFECT OF THE IMPLEMENTED PROJECT

3.1 Advantage

1. You can respond to the alarrn imnrediately. You can try to $op the fire from spreding

The detectors will point you to the area where the smoke is detected. This will enable you

to grab a fire extinguisha so that you can attonpt to contain the flames.

2. The device will notify everyone in the family right away. This is one of the major

goals of having smoke detectors. It should be able to notifr all the people in the house

about the fire, taking place. There are also devices that you can connect with the local

fescue unit so thatthey can rcspond right away a$ soon as your alarm system souads.

3. It gives the people inside the house more time to get out of there. As mentioned earlier,

early detection is importanl Since this device sounds, or canrslp the fire alarm to sound as

soon as it detects smokg you will have the needed time to get out of the house

immediately. This is exfiemely importa$ for your safety. Fire qpeads fast, if you cannot

get out of yourhouse right away, you are in geat danger.

The dwice will surely help you "wtren therc is a fire. It is best if you have such tool in

each of the rooms at home. Fire can start anywhere and it is vital that the detector can

notiry you right a'!ilay. You also have to see to it that the alrrn is audible. You should be

able to hear the alarm or else, the device would not sewe its purpose.

3.2 Limittion

St€am Interference

a) Smoke detectorc installcd too cloee to bathnooms or stem noorns trigger false

a}rrms when stcam interrup8 the Hght bems or electrical curren6 inside

smoke detectors.

't
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3.3 Dusty Deception

a) High dust areas -- including workshops, wood shops or near chalkboards -. fim

uip the sensors inside smoke detectors, srurding false alarms.

3.4 Residual Smoke

a) Installing smoke detectors o€ar stoves, toasters or toaster ovens is a quick recipe

for false alarms. Unfortunately, these areas are among those most in nmd of

careful monitoring for fire hazaxds. Heat detectors, which sound alarms based on

sharp temperature change, are worthy sub*itutes in such areas.

b) 3.5 Statistics

a) Half ofthe deatlrs in home fire happen ktween l0pm and 8am.

b) a quart€r of all people who die in home fires were asleep at the time.

c) On ayemge 270 of &epeople killd in fires each year didnt have a smoke

alarm

d) Overthe la* five yearq more than ?0 pmple have kn killed ev€ry year

because their snoke alanns didn'twork - usually because the battery was flat

ormissing.
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Discussions

This circuit warns the user against fire accidents .The voltage supply gives from the

220ac voltaga firct by using by step dorryn tansformer tke220y ac is converted into the

l2v ac.This l2v ac current is converted into dc voltage by rectiffing with diode. r#e use

one voltage regulator lC 7812. One is lC:1812 which stables the voltage at 12 volt. This

l2V dc is given as the voltage souroe of op amp. Pin 2, 6 9, and 13 as the negative input

of flip flop. It relies on the smoke flrat is produced in ths event of a fire. When this snoke

passes between a bulb and an LD& the arnount of light falling on the LDR decreases.

\ilhen smoke level is low then ledl will be ono after raising the smoke level flip flop also

be on and by through npn tansistor alarm and solenoid valve will be on. The total cost of
&is security sy$em is 4280tk The minimum price of the smoke detector with water

flowiug available in market is around 8500 Tk. So this project can be a very economical

and effective

Conclusion

This system u/ill b€ he$fu1to prevent any prebabte fire damage . Thus secrnity rystem is

ensured electronically, that result in the satisfactory operations of the conceming system.

The toal cost of this security system is 4280Tk The minimum price of the snoke

detector and water flow available in market is around 8500 Tlc So this project can ba a

very sonomical and effective. This security system can be conveniently being applied

for its affordable price. If this security systsm make commercially the total cost of this

lock will be reduce.
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Recommendations

.a The future scope of this project:

l. o In futt re it will inform tlre massage &at, a fue occurrence is happen in any place
-€

of a building. It will notifr the exact position of the fire.

o Further development user can chaoge for more users friendly.
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